Characterization of methods for determining sterilization efficacy and reuse efficiency of oxygen biosensor multiwell plates.
High-throughput screening (HTS) assays based upon fluorometric detection of oxygen consumption in microtiter plates were primarily developed for applications in drug discovery and ecotoxicology but have recently been adopted for use in microbial community-level physiological profiling assays (CLPP). The widespread use of oxygen biosensor systems for CLPP applications has, however, been hindered by the relatively high cost of oxygen biosensor reagent systems and limited access to microplate fluorometer instrumentation platforms. The ability to recycle and reuse oxygen biosensor system plates would expand their utilization for CLPP assays and other research applications in microbial ecology. Here, the efficacy and cost effectiveness of multiple procedures for sterilization of Oxygen Biosensor System (OBS; BD Biosciences) plates for reuse was evaluated. OBS plates were sterilized using ethylene oxide, ultraviolet radiation, and bleach treatments, then evaluated for biosensor response and plate life-cycle performance. Of the sterilization methods tested, ethylene oxide sterilization was most effective based on its low cost, high sterilization efficacy, and minimal impact upon OBS plate response.